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Overview

Accelerating the training of deep neural networks has become increasingly important, particularly
as model complexity and data sizes grow. Training a modern CNN to convergence can take days to
weeks. To alleviate this, clusters of GPUs are employed to reduce training times to more reasonable
levels. Taking advantage of such clusters requires that training be scaled, and doing so typically
falls into one of two broad categories: strong and weak scaling. In strong scaling, a fixed model and
mini-batch size are trained with more GPUs; in weak scaling, a fixed mini-batch size per GPU is
used, growing the mini-batch size as more GPUs are added.
Weak scaling to large mini-batches (8k or larger) has recently become viable for datasets such as
ImageNet [1, 2]. While this results in a fixed amount of work per GPU to hide communication, at large
scale, communication costs still dominate, limiting the profitability of additional GPUs. However, it
is not clear that large mini-batch techniques generalize to all datasets or problems [3], restricting them
to training with small mini-batches. Further, emerging datasets from HPC and scientific simulations
(e.g. [4–6]) are different from ImageNet and similar data: each sample may be very large. Because
training requires intermediate activations, large samples result in very high pressure on GPU memory;
the case where a single sample is too large to fit in memory is also possible.
To address communication overheads, primarily due to allreduces for accumulating gradient updates
in decentralized, synchronous, data-parallel SGD, we first observe that allreduces are typically
performed on a per-buffer basis. In modern deep networks, these buffers are as small as 1 KiB
(e.g. due to batchnorm parameters), and many are firmly in a latency-dominated regime, especially
at large scale. Most decentralized DL communication frameworks leverage bandwidth-optimized
ring algorithms for allreduces [7–10], and have limited support for latency-optimized algorithms
(Rabenseifner’s algorithm in Gloo; tensor fusion in Horovod). In contrast, MPI distributions [11, 12]
typically feature a large suite of tuned allreduce algorithms [13]. However, leveraging MPI directly
requires performing additional synchronization to ensure data computed in GPUs is ready, resulting
in a bulk-synchronous computation that limits GPU and network utilization [14]. It also limits
CPU/GPU asynchrony, making I/O prefetching more difficult. We address this with our Aluminum
communication library [15], which dynamically selects latency- or bandwidth-optimized allreduce
algorithms while providing GPU-friendly semantics supporting asynchrony.
To strong scale deep networks, we exploit finer-grained parallelism beyond the sample-parallelism
used in standard data-parallel training by additionally decomposing each sample spatially. This
enables additional scaling beyond the mini-batch size, and enables large samples to be decomposed so
they, along with the corresponding activations, fit in GPU memory. Spatial decomposition is relatively
straightforward and follows a similar pattern as stencil computations from scientific computing [16].
Different portions of a sample are partitioned onto different GPUs. As remote data along a partition
border will be needed for the convolution to be computed, a halo exchange is used to swap data. This
is required on forward prop (data from input x, to compute y) and backward-data (data from dL/dy,
to compute dL/dx). Halo exchanges add communication overhead, but standard optimizations to
overlap interior computation with halo exchanges can be used to reduce this. Several prior approaches
have made similar attempts at parallelization. AlexNet [17] partitioned filters among two GPUs, but
only communicated at certain layers; Coates et al. [18] spatially partitioned locally-connected layers;
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Figure 1: Left: Weak scaling results for ResNet-50 using a synthetic benchmark (no I/O, etc.). Bars
break down runtime by computation and unoverlapped communication. (Adapted from [15].) Right:
Strong scaling results for the mesh model on 1K input data, where N is the global mini-batch size.
Spatial uses four GPUs per node to process each sample (1024 GPUs used for N = 256).
DistBelief [19] and Project Adam [20] use parameter servers to partition filters. Memory pressure
has been addressed via “micro-batching” [21] or “swapping”/”prefetching” [22–24]. However, these
can add additional overhead compared to an optimized implementation [25, 26], and do not address
the case of a single very large sample.
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Results

Fig. 1 presents brief results illustrating the performance of our Aluminum library and spatial partitioning. Results were obtained on the Sierra [27] and Lassen [28] supercomputers, which consist of
compute nodes with 4 Nvidia V100 GPUs with NVLINK2 and dual-rail InfiniBand EDR.
Two models and datasets are used for evaluation. For weak scaling, we use ResNet-50 [29] on
ImageNet-1K [30]. For strong scaling, we consider a synthetic dataset for a 2D mesh-tangling
problem. This is a semantic segmentation problem, where for each input pixel we predict whether
or not a mesh cell at that location needs to be relaxed. CNNs incorporating global information
from multiphysics simulations may be able to detect degenerate meshes. However, as interesting
simulations are high-resolution, it has not been possible to train on this data before. We use
show results with 1024 × 1024 input data with 18 channels consisting of state variables and mesh
quality metrics from a hydrodynamics simulation. Our model is simply a proof-of-concept stack of
convolutions; we leave better models to future work now that training is feasible.
In Fig. 1 (left), weak scaling is compared when using only NCCL to Aluminum, which dynamically
selects between NCCL for bandwidth-dominated regimes and latency-optimized allreduces. At
small scale, there is sufficient compute to overlap communication, but at large scale communication
can inhibit scaling. NCCL uses only ring algorithms, which have latency that scales linearly in
the number of processors p; Aluminum supports tree allreduces that scale logarithmically (log p or
2 log p). Aluminum enables CPU/GPU asynchrony by associating streams with communicators and
ensuring no operation on a stream blocks any other operation using a progress engine.
Fig. 1 (right) presents strong scaling results for our mesh model. Here we fix a mini-batch size (N )
and compare sample parallelism (with one sample per GPU, the most possible) to four-way spatial
parallelism, where four GPUs process a single sample. We see significant speedups at every scale
by taking advantage of spatial parallelism, as input samples are large enough for this to be a benefit.
At the largest scales, we see slightly less speedup due to allreduce overheads, but improvements
are still at least 2x. With larger input data (e.g. 2048 × 2048), sample parallelism is not possible at
all due to memory requirements per sample exceeding GPU memory. However, spatial parallelism
enables training, while scaling well for larger mini-batches. We have also experimented with spatial
decomposition to strong-scale ResNet-50; this is a more difficult task, because layers in ResNet-50
have smaller spatial domains. Nonetheless, we observe speedups of over 2x with 256-sample minibatches (compared to sample parallelism with 32 samples/GPU), indicating that spatial decomposition
can accelerate training when mini-batch sizes cannot grow, even for standard models.
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